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The 2014 midterms were marked by the lowest turnout since WWII and the most 
money spent – $3.8 billion.  A deeper dive beneath the numbers revealed additional 
signs of trouble, which appear in the “Five Facts You Didn’t Want to Know” sidebar 
below.  They signal that the nation’s electoral system is shifting away from public 
accountability, for example, because outside and frequently hidden spending is 
growing more influential. 

And the challenges exposed have already tainted the start of the 2016 presidential 
campaigns.  Just look at what happened with presidential hopefuls, delaying the 
launch of their campaigns and directly raising unlimited funds through presidential 
super PACs and nonprofits, knowing that this would not have been permissible 
if they had declared their intent to run.  This is why CRP continues to document 
and reveal all political funding. It may be harder to do now, because the number 
of money trails keeps growing and they can overlap, be secretive or include 
“pass-through” intermediaries.  But it is also why our work has never been more 
important.

The following bullet points and charts summarize our recent accomplishments – 
which we could not have achieved without your support.  Thank you for joining 
with us in bringing unbiased and nonpartisan information on election funding to the 
American people. In this hyper-polarized political atmosphere, you can count on 
the Center to follow the money wherever it takes us. 



CRP Highlights from the 2014 Elections and the  
Start of the 2016 Campaigns

• Presidential super PACs:  CRP’s August 1 report on 
presidential super PACs revealed that $258 million was 
raised by these outside, nominally independent groups in 
the first six months of 2015 – twice the amount raised by 
the official campaigns themselves and a staggering 16 times 
more than the groups raised ($16 million) during the same 
period in the 2012 presidential race. 

• The Political 1% of the 1%:  This popular report on 
disproportionate campaign giving (see sidebar Fact #1 and 
Chart 1) resulted from a research collaboration between 
CRP and the Sunlight Foundation. 

• Exposing Dark Money -CRP’s Big Winner in the Knight News 
Challenge:  We are pleased to announce that CRP has won a 
major grant for our dark money work from the Knight News 
Challenge, funded primarily by the John S. and James K. Knight 
Foundation.  Since 2012, the Center has been conducting 
award-winning reporting on dark and outside spending using 
our uniquely compiled data on politically active nonprofits.  
To get at the heart and scale of dark money, we are now 
embarking on a partnership with GuideStar to combine its 
best-in-class data on nonprofits with CRP’s one-of-a-kind data 
and research expertise.   This $525,000 grant was the largest 
awarded through the prestigious News Challenge program.

 

The Five Facts You Didn’t Want to 
Know About the 2014 Midterms 

1. The Political 1% of the 1% – just 31,976 
Americans – gave $1.2 billion, or 29% 
of all disclosed spending in the 2014 
cycle, up from 25% in 2012 and 21% 
in 2010 (see Chart 1), and such major 
donors are now able to give even larger 
amounts of money;  

2. Outside spending, excluding the parties, 
rose 82% from 2010 to 2014, to $565 
million, and such spending dominated 
many of the key congressional races 
(see Chart 2), whereas candidates were 
responsible for just 41% of the political 
money spent in 2014; 

3. The number of donors to candidates in 
2014 dropped 20% from the last midterm 
in 2010, while spending continued to rise 
(see Chart 3); 

4. Dark money has grown dramatically, 
rising from $5 million in 2006 to $174 
million in 2014 (after ballooning to more 
than $300 million in 2012, a presidential 
election year); and 

5. Not only have dark money totals 
been rising, but for the first time, in 
2014, single-candidate dark-money 
organizations became a significant part 
of the equation.



• 2016 Election Tracking:  CRP launched the 2016 presidential section of 
our website, including a popular reference table, updated daily, of all of the 
outside groups and campaign organizations affiliated with candidates for 
President. 

• A new Campaign Expenditures resource:  Our research team launched 
a new section of our website dedicated to campaign expenditures.  The 
value of tracking spending as well as contributions was emphasized in a 
Washington Post “Monkey Cage” blog column by Mark Schmitt, director of 
the New America Foundation’s Political Reform program.  For example, 
this new section includes a page highlighting the shared vendors between 
candidates’ campaigns and the “independent” single-candidate super PACs 
that support them, a way to reveal potential prohibited coordination.

Chart 1:  The Political 1% of the 1% Increase Their Share of Total Giving



• Media Citations:  CRP appeared in the media 22,778 times in 2014, 
according to tracking agency, Vocus, including 78 appearances in the New York 
Times and almost daily appearances in the Washington Post (342).  

• Editorial Citations:  CRP was cited in several prominent editorials, including 
in the New York Times recently about dark money and the IRS and last 
summer about the Custom-Made Super PAC dedicated to individual 
candidates, and in the Washington Post on dark money in last year’s midterms 
and the wealthy donors dominating funding this cycle. 

Chart 2:  Outside Spending Dominates the Most Expensive Senate Races of 2014



• Partnership with The Guardian:  CRP has entered a co-reporting collaboration 
with The Guardian, resulting in more widely disseminated stories, such as on the 
scandal surrounding former Rep. Aaron Schock, who resigned in March, and on 
how presidential candidates evade fundraising disclosure. 

• Partnership with the Daily Beast:  In another high-profile collaboration, CRP 
Editorial and Communications Director Viveca Novak worked with veteran 
money-in-politics reporter Peter Stone on a feature piece with the Daily Beast 
about a dark money group that has been pouring money into state judicial and 
attorneys general elections.  

• Prompt Data Query – A New Research Tool:  CRP won a second Knight News 
Challenge grant to help launch an online tool for journalists researching money-
in-politics data.  Prompt Data Query, or PDQ, will be an automated, interactive 
tool to give journalists real-time access to CRP’s value-added campaign finance 
data, enabling them to get answers – immediately, of high quality and by 
themselves.  The $35,000 Prototype Fund grant will help CRP take the PDQ 
idea to proof of concept. 

• The Revolving Door – Outside Groups Now Passing Through:  CRP maintains 
the most comprehensive, freely available database of political “revolvers,” 
traditionally public officials and congressional employees who become lobbyists 
and sometimes “reverse revolve” back into government.  However, as power 
within the election process moves from campaign and party personnel to 
employees at secretive nonprofits and super PACs, we are expanding our 
revolving door data and analyses to include these less well-known, but 
increasingly influential actors.



OpenSecrets.org is your nonpartisan guide to money’s influence on U.S. elections and 
public policy. Whether you’re a voter, journalist, activist, student or interested citizen, use 
our free site to shine light on your government. 

Count Cash & Make Change.
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Chart 3:  Cost of Election vs. Number of Donors in Midterm Congressional 
Elections, 1998-2014


